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ABSTRACT
This article reflects on the divergences between translated and non-translated texts, and the specificities of fictional dialogue in audiovisual texts. Research suggests that audiovisual dialogue consists of a combination of linguistic features used in speech and writing, and that both translators and scriptwriters should aim to achieve a balance of these features to create spontaneous-sounding dialogues. Working with an audiovisual corpus of domestic and dubbed sitcoms in Spanish (Siete Vidas and Friends respectively), the purpose of this article is to provide an overview of how Spanish dialogues are shaped from a linguistic point of view across all language levels, highlighting the trends identified in their production and their translation in order to compare them. The results reveal the complex relationship established between speech and writing in audiovisual texts, and disclose the resources used by translators and scriptwriters to carefully plan dialogues which sound credible. Findings also suggest that domestic audiovisual texts bear more resemblance to spontaneous conversation than dubbed texts.
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1. Introduction

At the present time, it seems to be widely acknowledged that the linguistic patterning of domestic and dubbed fictional dialogues differs significantly. Some authors even consider that distinguishing between a domestic and a dubbed production is uncomplicated, and that viewers can often make this distinction without any issues (Whitman-Linsen 1992; Herbst 1997; Pérez-González 2007). In the field of audiovisual translation, several scholars have explored the characteristics of dubbese (Myers 1973), or the specific register of dubbed texts, and have highlighted its differences when compared to non-translated or original fictional dialogue, both in Spanish (Gómez Capuz 2001; Romero-Fresco 2009a) and in other languages (Pavesi 2008; Matamala 2009; Perego and Taylor 2009; Barambones 2012; Bonsignori, Bruti et al. 2012). Many authors have highlighted the artificiality of the language of dubbing, reporting unnatural or unidiomatic uses of specific features such as discourse markers and intensifiers (Romero-Fresco 2009a), vocatives (Dolç and Santamaria 1998), interjections (Cuenca 2006; Matamala 2009), substandard language (von Flotow 2009), or anglicisms (Herbst 1997; Gómez Capuz 2001; Duro 2001). These unidiomatic uses have often been analyzed from the point of view of pragmatic interference and, in the case of Spanish, have led to worrying and alarmist warnings about the creation of a language which according to Duro (2001: 163) sounds fake, uncomfortable, unnatural, contaminated and slightly annoying.

In the professional environment, recommendations made by dubbing studios and television production companies seem to suggest that translators should not imitate spontaneous conversation freely. According to Ávila (1997: 25-26), dubbing studios recommend using standard language to achieve clear and simple dialogues which meet the needs of viewers. Similarly, in its Criteris lingüístics sobre traducció i doblatge (Linguistic Criteria for Translation and Dubbing), Televisió de Catalunya (1997: 11) suggests that some linguistic features of spoken Catalan should be exclusive to native programs and thus not be used in audiovisual texts dubbed into Catalan. Given these recommendations, the apparent distance between original and dubbed productions, and the wealth of criticisms and opinions to which dubbing language is subjected, exploring the divergences and similarities between native and dubbed productions is of particular relevance. And the relevance of such an analysis is even greater in the case of products broadcast on television, given its global influence and its ability to attract as many criticisms as viewers.

This article sets out to provide an overview of how Spanish fictional dialogue is shaped from a linguistic point of view across all language levels (phonetic, morphological, syntactic and lexical) in television series, highlighting the trends identified in their production and translation in order to compare them at a later stage. For this purpose, an audiovisual corpus comprised of domestic and dubbed sitcoms in Spanish (Siete Vidas and Friends respectively) will be analyzed from a quantitative and qualitative point of view, drawing on the features identified in the analytical framework designed for this purpose (see 4.1.). Before introducing the audiovisual corpus and delving into the methodological approach adopted, it is necessary to define briefly the concept of prefabricated orality and to reflect on the different factors governing the selection of linguistic material in domestic and dubbed productions. The main findings and conclusions will then be summarized, not only with regards
to the comparison of *Friends* and *Siete Vidas*, but also regarding the comparison of pre and post-production scripts in the case of the domestic sitcom, and of the original and dubbed version in the case of the foreign sitcom.

2. Native and dubbed prefabricated orality: an overview

The concept of prefabricated orality lies in the very nature of the register of audiovisual texts, and it is determined by their specific mode of discourse, which is spoken yet planned or elaborated. Most audiovisual texts, especially those featuring fictional dialogue, originate in a script that has been carefully planned and written in order to be interpreted by actors as if it had not been written (Gregory and Carroll 1978: 42). Scriptwriters and actors will imitate certain features of spontaneous conversation to achieve credible, realistic and natural-sounding dialogues, yet they will do so non-spontaneously in most cases. The planned nature of fictional dialogue is such that it has even been defined as “straightjacketed dialogue that is intended to sound natural” (Romero-Fresco 2009a: 56). Drawing on Salvador (1989), Chaume (2004a: 168) states that the spontaneity of the linguistic code of most audiovisual texts is pretended, which is why their orality has been termed “prefabricated.”

Scriptwriting manuals promote the use of dynamic dialogues, which sound credible and could be identified by viewers as true-to-life conversation. However, divergences between spontaneous conversation and fictional dialogue are obvious if we consider the communicative situation and reflect on the multiple “filters” audiovisual texts have to go through:

In narrative films, dialogue may strive mightily to imitate natural conversation, but it is always an imitation. It has been scripted, written and rewritten, censored, polished, rehearsed, and performed. Even when lines are improvised on the set, they have been spoken by impersonators, judged, approved, and allowed to remain. […] The actual hesitations, repetitions, digressions, grunts, interruptions, and mutterings of everyday speech have either been pruned away, or, if not, deliberately included (Kozloff 2000: 18).

Kozloff’s views are shared by most scholars, who agree that conversational exchanges taking place in audiovisual products are just part of the illusion created in cinema or television. However, very few scholarly works have been devoted to exploring how this illusion is achieved from a linguistic point of view. Quaglio (2009: 10) highlights how screenwriting manuals seem to “rely on native-speaker intuition,” and provide virtually no linguistic information. In fact, most monographs on screenwriting are either anecdotal or highly prescriptive (see Flinn 1999), and authors seem to take for granted that scriptwriters master spoken registers, and that they are skilful at selecting the right linguistic features to create spontaneous-sounding dialogues (see McKee 1998 or Field 2003). When providing tips to scriptwriters, Toledano and Verde (2007), refer to this issue briefly, arguing that good dialogue writing can be learned and improved. These authors suggest paying attention to “what people say in the street, on a bus, on the tube, and not only to how it is said, but also to what is being said” (Toledano and Verde 2007: 155; my translation), and emphasize the importance of carrying out a thorough documentation process in order to write credible dialogues. This documentation process would involve the identification and subsequent selection of orality markers or carriers, understood as features typifying
spontaneous spoken register used in prefabricated dialogue to reinforce its orality and to convey a false sense of spontaneity.

Regarding the use of orality markers in fictional dialogue, the research carried out by Quaglio (2009) on television dialogue in the series Friends in English reveals interesting similarities to spontaneous spoken register. The author concludes that “Friends shares the core linguistic features that characterize natural conversation” and highlights the fact that the differences between these two types of discourse are due to the restrictions and/or influences of the televised medium (Quaglio 2009: 139). Romero-Fresco also refers to the latter, and argues that predictability and relevance – the fact that dialogue must be succinct and precise – are some of the features that account for its dissimilarity to spontaneous conversation (Romero-Fresco 2009b: 47). These specificities would not allow for an excessive use of features which are typical of spontaneous conversation, such as hesitations or vague language, for example, as they might contravene the relevance principle and distract viewers, who are already familiar with the specific register of audiovisual products. Taylor has referred to the specific language of film or to screen discourse as *filmese*, highlighting the tension established between “the (subconscious) conventions of film scripting and the priming mechanisms inherent to spontaneous talk adopted by actors” (Taylor 2004: 80). In a similar way, the term *dubbese* has been used in Translation Studies to refer to the specific register of dubbed texts, which according to Marzà and Chaume (2009: 36) could be defined as “a culture-specific linguistic and stylistic model for dubbed texts which has been named by some authors as a third norm, being similar, but not equal, to real oral discourse and external production oral discourse.” As this definition implies, prefabricated orality is also a characteristic of dubbed productions, which has an impact on how the language of dubbing is shaped.

In the case of dubbing, translators must bear in mind that the dialogues of the original audiovisual text, which would need to be translated taking into consideration the interaction of multiple signifying codes, have been carefully written to be spoken to convey a sense of (false) spontaneity. In order to convey a similar impression of spontaneity in the target text, the translator takes the role of the scriptwriter, and should thus master the linguistic features available in the target language to imitate spontaneous conversation – which might and probably will be different to those used in the source language. As in non-translated fictional productions, the credibility and verisimilitude of dialogues is one of the criteria used to ascertain whether a dubbed production meets quality standards (Chaume 2006: 8-9). However, in line with the recommendations made by Ávila (1997) and Televisió de Catalunya (1997) highlighted above, Chaume (2007: 215) considers that some features typifying spontaneous spoken conversation should be avoided by translators, who should bear in mind that “while the language of dubbing pretends to be spontaneous, it is very normative indeed.” In addition to the restrictions of the audiovisual media and the specificities of fictional dialogue, the mirroring of naturally-occurring conversation in dubbing will be influenced by further factors, such as the involvement of many agents and powers in the dubbing process, the target audience, professional issues, or the constraints imposed by the source text (ST) and the synchronization process required. The filters dubbed products have to go through are more numerous than domestic products: once the audiovisual text has been translated it needs to be adapted and synchronized by the dialogue writer (Chaume 2004b: 43) before being
interpreted by dubbing actors, under the supervision of the dubbing director and the linguistic supervisor (if applicable). As shown by Matamala (2010: 113) in the case of Spanish and Catalan, many changes are implemented not only during the synchronization and language revision stage, but also during the actual recording.

The reflections included so far suggest that, although both dubbed and non-translated texts feature prefabricated discourse, and although both scriptwriters and translators should aim to achieve a balance between speech and writing, non-translated and dubbed audiovisual texts are governed by different norms and factors, which will have an impact on the linguistic material chosen to achieve credible dialogues. Taking this as a starting hypothesis, the purpose of this article is to compare translated and non-translated sitcoms in order to find out what makes dubbed texts stand out from domestic productions. The following section will provide details on the selection of the audiovisual corpus. We will then explain the methodological approach adopted before presenting the main findings of the research.

3. The audiovisual corpus

The audiovisual corpus consists of a main comparable corpus in Spanish and a secondary corpus (both parallel and comparable). The main corpus is divided into two sub-corpora: native texts (sub-corpus 1) and dubbed texts (sub-corpus 2). The native sub-corpus comprises two episodes of the Spanish TV series Siete Vidas, as aired on Spanish television, and their respective post-production scripts, which have been compared with the final audiovisual product. According to the information provided by the television production company, the scripts of the Spanish sitcom were written by several scriptwriters, with approximately five people working on each script. The dubbed sub-corpus consists of five episodes of the US television series Friends in Spanish, and their respective scripts. These episodes have been translated by a single audiovisual translator, who was not responsible for the adaptation and synchronization of the dialogues. The duration of each episode is the main reason for the difference between the number of episodes included in each sub-corpus, as episodes of Friends normally last 25 minutes, whereas the duration of the Spanish sitcom is nearly double that (approximately 50 minutes). Both components were considered comparable as far as their duration was concerned (approximately 100 minutes of each TV series were compared).

Several criteria regarding the suitability and the similarities of the two TV series chosen were taken into consideration when designing this main corpus. It was decided to analyze sitcoms, since mirroring natural conversation is essential in series belonging to this genre. As the aim was to compile a homogeneous and comparable corpus, the purpose was to choose two audiovisual products that had a similar profile and bore significant resemblances to each other regarding genre conventions, theme, broadcasting characteristics and viewership. When choosing specific episodes, the availability of scripts and texts, as well as the field of discourse, was taken into consideration. The final decision was to analyze the following episodes, where the main plot is built around the pregnancy of Rachel (in Friends) and Carlota (in Siete Vidas):
Table 1

Episodes included in the corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Siete Vidas</th>
<th>Friends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>138 - Resident Evil*</td>
<td>190 - The One with the Baby Shower*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139 - Siempre nos quedará parir*</td>
<td>191 - The One with the Cooking Class*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192 - The One where Rachel is Late*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193 - The One where Rachel has a Baby – part 1*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194 - The One where Rachel has a Baby – part 1*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Word count 16,136 words 13,592 words
Minutes 100’ 104’

The secondary corpus comprises texts that will be analyzed in specific cases, and can also be divided into two sub-corpora: Siete Vidas pre-production scripts (sub-corpus 3) and the original episodes of Friends (sub-corpus 4). When compared to the above-mentioned native sub-corpus, the former will provide us with a monolingual comparable or draft corpus, which will be used to shed light on the type of orality markers that are inserted by actors while interpreting the dialogues. Likewise, when compared to their dubbed counterparts, the original episodes of Friends will provide us with a bilingual parallel corpus (English-Spanish), which will shed light on the type of orality markers which might be motivated by the ST, and those used by translators to adapt the text to target language conventions.

As shown in Figure 1, the addition of this corpus enables us to establish comparisons at three different levels: between native and dubbed texts; between Siete Vidas’ pre and post-production scripts (sub-corpus 3 and 1 respectively); and between the original and the dubbed version of Friends (sub-corpus 4 and 2 respectively).

Figure 1

Corpus design

4. Methodology

This research can be defined as a corpus-based translation study whose theoretical framework and methodological approach is based on Descriptive Translation Studies and Polysystem theory. Following Toury’s (1995: 58-59) approach, the study involves the investigation of operational norms, specifically of textual-linguistic norms. By observing dubbed and non-translated audiovisual texts, the aim is to describe the regularities that govern the selection of linguistic material to imitate spontaneous-sounding conversation. For this purpose, we consider that, in spite of being active in the same target system, norms governing this selection in sub-corpus 1 and sub-corpus...
The notion of norm provides an appropriate framework to undertake the description of orality markers in our audiovisual corpus, whereas the concept of polysystem allows us to place such a description in a specific socio-cultural context distinguishing between a subsystem of non-translated audiovisual texts and a subsystem of translated (dubbed) audiovisual texts.

In order to undertake the description and identification of regularities in our corpus, an analytical framework was designed, as explained in 4.1. When applying this framework a target-oriented approach was adopted. The native sub-corpus and the dubbed sub-corpus episodes were analyzed independently, both from a quantitative and a qualitative point of view. While watching the episodes, orality markers were identified and all occurrences were classified and entered in an Excel spreadsheet in order to ease quantification. Filters were inserted in the spreadsheet to quantify orality markers and, in specific cases, the corpus analysis tool AntConc 3.2.1w was used (for example to quantify occurrences of personal deixis). Not all orality carriers were analyzed from a quantitative point of view as in some cases this was not feasible (for example the analysis of grammatical ellipsis). Data was then analyzed from a qualitative point of view: trends were inferred taking into consideration factors influencing the selection of orality markers in translated and non-translated texts, as well as the specific nature of audiovisual texts and audiovisual translation, paying special attention to dubbing constraints.

Pre and post-production scripts (sub-corpora 3 and 1 respectively) were contrasted in those cases where it was thought that such a comparison would shed light on relevant aspects such as the actors’ ability to improvise. Similarly, source and target texts (sub-corpora 2 and 4) were contrasted when it was considered that the comparison would contribute to the understanding of the presence of specific orality carriers in the target text, as well as to determine the influence of the ST in the selection of linguistic material. It is worth noting that this comparison is only partial and that it takes the target text, and not the source text, as a starting point for the analysis.

To conclude, the regularities identified when analyzing translated and non-translated dialogues were compared in order to draw conclusions and to identify similarities and divergences between Siete Vidas and Friends, both from a qualitative and from a quantitative point of view (where feasible), according to the levels of language and the orality markers identified in the analytical framework, the design of which will be explored below.

The following diagram summarizes the steps taken:

### Figure 2

**Methodology**

- **Descriptive Analysis (Quantitative and Qualitative)**
  - Viewing of episodes in sub-corpus 1 (non-translated texts), identification and classification of orality markers
  - Comparison with pre-production script (sub-corpus 3)

- **Contrastive Analysis (Quantitative and Qualitative)**
  - Viewing of episodes in sub-corpus 2 (dubbed texts), identification and classification of orality markers
  - Comparison with source text (sub-corpus 4)
  - Comparison sub-corpora 1 and 2, identification of similarities and differences between Siete Vidas and Friends
4.1. An analytical framework for the analysis of orality markers in audiovisual texts

The design of the methodological framework involved identifying which specific linguistic features would be analyzed and contrasted in the audiovisual corpus. For this purpose, an analytical framework was designed, drawing on the model suggested by Chaume (2004a: 168-186) and further developed in Baños-Piñero and Chaume (2009). This framework takes colloquial conversation (spontaneous spoken mode, colloquial register) as a benchmark, since this is the type of discourse being mirrored in sitcoms. The framework refers to specific and general features whose analysis is relevant considering the object of study and the type of discourse being imitated. These features have been selected taking into consideration research carried out on spontaneous colloquial conversation (Weinstein 1982; Vigara 1992; Briz 1996 and 2001; Carter and McCarthy 1997; Biber, Johansson et al. 1999), on fictional dialogue (Comparato 1993; Kozloff 2000; Toledano and Verde 2007; Quaglio 2009), and on the characteristics of *dubbese* (Chaume 2004a; Pavesi 2008; Romero-Fresco 2009a). Although the framework draws on works in English and in Spanish, priority has been given to those characteristics which are typical of the Spanish language in the above-mentioned discourse types. Nevertheless, this model could be adapted accordingly for future studies and applied to other languages. The framework has been structured according to the traditional structuralist language levels: phonetic-prosodic, morphological, syntactic and lexical-semantic. The following tables summarize the analytical framework at each language level:

**Table 2**
Analytical framework: phonetic-prosodic level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Features</th>
<th>Specific Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phonetic articulation</td>
<td>Elision of sounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aspiration of consonants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic features</td>
<td>Clarity in pronunciation and diction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marked and emphatic pronunciation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elongation of sounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intonation</td>
<td>Use of intonation as a cohesive marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialectalisms</td>
<td>Regional and social accents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3**
Analytical framework: morphological level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Features</th>
<th>Specific Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical inconsistencies</td>
<td>Grammatical disagreement (number and gender)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of verbal tenses</td>
<td>Incorrect use of verbal tenses (substandard verbal inflections)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of pronouns</td>
<td>Incorrect use of pronouns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Redundant use of pronouns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of pronouns associated with emphatic and emotional language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4
Analytical framework: syntactic level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Features</th>
<th>Specific Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Textual organization</strong></td>
<td>Type of syntactic structures: short and simple against long and complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Word order: - conventional against pragmatic word order - marked word order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link between clauses and phrases</strong></td>
<td>Type of connections between clauses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Redundancy</strong></td>
<td>Repetitions and additions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ellipsis</strong></td>
<td>Elision of clausal elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exophoric reference</strong></td>
<td>Personal deixis (I/you…)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passive structures</strong></td>
<td>Use of passive structures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5
Analytical framework: lexical-semantic level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Features</th>
<th>Specific Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lexical choice</strong></td>
<td>Vague and simple language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lexical creation</strong></td>
<td>Lexical creation through morphological processes: - suffixes - prefixes - shortening processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expressivity and lexical creativity</strong></td>
<td>Phraseology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Swear words</strong></td>
<td>Swear words and offensive terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lexical standardization</strong></td>
<td>Standard lexis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Comparing orality markers in native and dubbed sitcoms: *Siete Vidas* and *Friends*

Findings suggest that the domestic sitcom bears more resemblance to spontaneous conversation than the dubbed sitcom at all language levels. Divergences are marked at the phonetic-prosodic and morphological levels, and less significant at the syntactic and lexical level, where scriptwriters and the translator follow similar conventions and use analogous linguistic resources to mirror spontaneous conversation. From a syntactic and lexical point of view, divergences often lie in the frequency and variety of orality markers, which tend to be higher in *Siete Vidas*. There are, however, some exceptions at the lexical level, showing that certain orality carriers are more frequent in *Friends*. This reveals that the translator prioritizes the use of specific features or, as Pavesi (2009: 98) puts it, uses “privileged carriers of orality” at the lexical level, which seems to be overloaded in the case of *Friends* if compared to other levels.

The following sub-sections summarize and exemplify the main findings at each language level. Due to space constraints, the focus will be on the main regularities identified, especially with regards to significant differences between domestic and dubbed productions.

### 5.1. Phonetic-prosodic level

*Siete Vidas* and *Friends* show significant dissimilarities at the phonetic level and some similarities at the prosodic level. Regarding the latter, both original and dubbing actors use clear pronunciation, where emphasis and intonation contribute to the organization of prefabricated speech, and facilitate the viewer’s understanding of on-screen conversation. Elongation of sounds and incidences of emphatic pronunciation add expressivity and intensify what has been said both in the domestic and the dubbed sitcom, as shown in (1) and (2) below. In the case of dubbing, it is worth noting that the inclusion of these markers helps to comply with dubbing synchronies. However, in some cases, these might account for the inclusion of features which are not idiomatic in the target language, as shown in (2b), where syllabic division does not comply with pronunciation conventions in Spanish.

(1) Frutero: Uy, ¡qué directecito! ¡Así, sin invitarme a una copa ni nada?
[Wow! You’re so forward! Without even asking if I want a drink?]

Gonzalo: Bueno, bueno, déjame en paz, que yo me tengo que ir a currar, de verdad. Si no me muero antes, porque estoy a-go-ta-do, joder.
[Well, well, leave me alone. Gotta go to work, really. That’s if I don’t die first, ’cause I am exhausted, for God’s sake!]

(*Siete Vidas* 2005, Episode 138; my back translation, my emphasis)

(2) a. Ross: ¡Ooh! ¿Quién es este peeeecueño?
Who’s this little guuu-uy?

b. Janice: ¡Oh-Dios-mío! ¡No-puedo-creer-lo!
Oh….my….God!!! I….can’t….believe this!

(*Friends* 2003, Episode 194; my emphasis)

There are major divergences between *Siete Vidas* and *Friends* with regards to phonetic articulation, which, overall, is relaxed in the domestic sitcom and extremely
tense in the dubbed sitcom. The analysis has shown that phonetic relaxation is an intermittent phenomenon in *Siete Vidas* which contributes to bringing fictional dialogue closer to spontaneous conversation. In the discourse being mirrored (spontaneous conversation), phonetic relaxation is a result of the implementation of efficiency and economy principles, as the speaker will “make articulatory gestures that are sufficient to allow the units of his message to be identified but he will reduce any articulatory gesture whose explicit movement is not necessary to the comprehension of his message” (Brown 1977: 57). According to Briz (1996: 49), the elision and addition of sounds, as well as the assimilation and aspiration of sounds are frequent features in colloquial conversation in Spanish. Some of these features are also present in *Siete Vidas*, as shown in the table below, but completely absent in *Friends*.

**Table 6**

**Phonetic articulation in *Siete Vidas***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Episode 138</th>
<th>Episode 139</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Total %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elision of sounds</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>75.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>55</strong></td>
<td><strong>65</strong></td>
<td><strong>120</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of *Friends*, no quantitative data can be provided, as no occurrences of relaxed articulation have been found in the dubbed sub-corpus. This proves that, as argued by Chaume (2004a: 171), Spanish dubbed productions are characterized by tense phonetic articulation. This seems to be a specific dubbing feature, since occurrences of relaxed phonetic articulation are frequent in the original version of *Friends*, where the following can be found: assimilations (*gonna* > *going to; wanna* > *want to; gotta* > *got to*), weakening (*ta* > *to, ya* > *you, yer* > *your, sayin’* > *saying*), elision of sounds (*’n* > *and, ’em* > *them, ‘cause* > *because, ’til* > *until*), and combinations of these features (*y’know* > *you know, how daya* > *how do you*). Relaxed phonetic articulation is not the only feature that becomes standardized in dubbing at this level. Standardization also affects regional and social accents, which are marked in the domestic sitcom (in *Siete Vidas* the southern accent of Frutero is fully exploited for his characterization) but neutralized in *Friends*, where dubbing actors use a standard Spanish accent. Regional and social accents are only maintained or transferred when they are essential to understand the plot or to convey humor. This is the case with the following example, where a Mexican accent is used by the Spanish dubbing actor to render the original utterance in which Joey tries to use a Jamaican accent. The humorous effect is achieved through the use of markers both at the phonetic and lexical level (as the vocative *compadre* is commonly used in some Spanish speaking countries in Latin America and also in some parts of southern Spain).

(3) Chandler:  *El profesor de dicción que te ayudó en esa obra en la que tenías que hablar con acento sureño, que después de 20 clases seguía pareciendo mejicano.*

[That dialect coach who helped you with that play where you needed to speak with a southern accent, which after twenty lessons still sounded Mexican.]

Uh then there was that dialect coach who helped you with that play where you needed a southern accent. Which after twenty hours of lessons still came out Jamaican.
5.2. Morphological level

Results point to the fact that orality markers at this level are more recurrent in the Spanish sitcom, which therefore bears more resemblance to spontaneous conversation than the dubbed production. Standardization seems to account for these differences, since it characterizes the discourse of the dubbed sitcom. This contrasts with the occasional use of non-standard and seemingly spontaneous morphological features in the domestic production, such as grammatical inconsistencies (gender and number) and non-standard verbal inflections, as shown in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Episode 138</th>
<th>Episode 139</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Pre-production scripts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical disagreement</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>71.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(number)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatical disagreement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(gender)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-standard verbal inflections</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>70.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29.17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Biber, Johansson et al. (1999: 1064) refer to these phenomena as syntactic blends or anacolutha, which are frequent in colloquial conversation and seem to be a result of the speaker suffering from “a kind of syntactic memory loss in the course of production.” In this case, it is presumably the actors suffering from this memory loss when interpreting the lines, especially if we take into consideration the fact that the majority of these inconsistencies were not present in the pre-production scripts (70.83%), thus suggesting that they were introduced by the actors while filming. The following utterances exemplify grammatically incorrect or non-standard features which, although “deemed bad style and poorly thought out in a written text, are exactly what make a spoken dialogue animated, credible, authentic and human” (Whitman-Linsen 1992: 32).

(4) Diana: **Bueno, claro que si vienen las drag queen, habrá que montar un escenario.** [Well, of course, if the drag queen come, a stage would need to be set up.]

(Siete Vidas 2005, Episode 139; my back translation, my emphasis)

(5) Frutero: **Mi mujer, por lo menos, con el bombo todavía repartiría butano, pero ella… ella tenía que besar el suelo por donde pisas, hombre.** [At least my wife, when she got preggers, still worked delivering gas bottles, but she… she had to kiss the ground you walk on, mate.]

(Siete Vidas 2005, Episode 138; my back translation, my emphasis)
The first example illustrates a case of number inconsistency, as Diana uses the singular *drag queen* instead of the plural, which is grammatically incorrect as it does not agree with the article *las*. According to Vigara (1992: 193), the second example illustrates a very common error in colloquial conversation in Spanish, motivated by the phonic analogy of the past tense *tenía que besar* [she had to/must kiss], and the conditional tense *tendría* [she should kiss], which is grammatically correct. According to Briz (1996: 59) by choosing the past tense, which in this case implies obligation, the involvement of the speaker in the conversation increases, which – in my view – results in a more emphatic and marked colloquial dialogue.

These orality markers help to achieve convincing and authentic dialogues and, despite being common in written media (Aleza 2006: 49), should be avoided according to normative grammar. This could be one of the reasons why these non-standard features are absent in the prefabricated discourse of the dubbed sitcom, which is grammatically correct and standard at the morphological level. As grammatical inconsistencies are present in the source text (in *He kinda takes your breath away don’t he?* and in *We don’t need no stinkin’ badges!*), this again seems to be a characteristic of dubbese.

5.3. Syntactic level

Resemblances between the domestic and the foreign production are greater at the syntactic level than at the above-mentioned levels. However, the analysis has revealed again that the discourse of the domestic sitcom seems less prefabricated than that of the dubbed series. The main divergences lie in the frequency and variety of orality markers, which, overall, are more diverse and recurrent in the domestic series.

5.3.1. Textual organization

Both the translator of *Friends* and the scriptwriters of *Siete Vidas* tend to use short and simple syntactic structures which seem to prevail in fictional dialogue (Kozloff 2000: 29), and in spontaneous conversation (Brown and Yule 1983: 16-17). This contributes to the achievement of dynamic, precise and witty dialogues, which according to Comparato (1993: 249) are the staple of sitcoms. Although the discourse is fluent overall in both sitcoms, it is in some cases disrupted by the use of syntactic dysfluencies which are frequent in natural conversation, such as pauses and hesitations, reformulations and incomplete utterances. The incidence of these phenomena cannot be compared by any means to spontaneous speech, where minor dysfluencies are very common (Biber, Johansson *et al.* 1999: 1053). The prevalent use of these features might not compromise understanding in naturally-occurring conversation, but it would in fictional dialogue, where precision is a must. The presence of these features in domestic and dubbed productions reflects an attempt to mirror spontaneous-sounding conversation, but their controlled use reveals the intention to avoid an overuse which could interfere with the viewers’ understanding of what is happening on screen. The following table summarizes quantitative findings regarding the use of dysfluencies in domestic and foreign sitcoms, and shows that these orality markers are more frequent in *Siete Vidas* than in *Friends*. 
### Table 8
Syntactic dysfluencies in *Siete Vidas* and in *Friends*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><em>Siete Vidas</em></th>
<th>Total %</th>
<th><em>Friends</em></th>
<th>Total %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pauses and hesitations</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>63.32%</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>70.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete utterances</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>25.48%</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reformulations and false starts</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8.11%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digressions and expressive paraphrases</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.09%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>259</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
<td><strong>129</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following examples illustrate the use of several forms of dysfluency both in *Siete Vidas* (example 6) and in *Friends* (example 7) and reveal the similarities in the features used, especially with regards to filled pauses (*eh* in both examples), which are defined by Biber, Johansson *et al.* (1999: 1053) as pauses that are “occupied not by silence, but by a vowel sound, with or without accompanying nasalization.”

(6) Aída: Gonzalo, ¿tú me ves cara de tonta?
[Gonzalo, do you think I look stupid?]
Gonzalo: *Eh… no, no, no, no, no. Eh… Yo no… Eh… vamos que… Eh… no, no sé… Aída, el bote es de todos y si cogí tu parte fue porque yo…*  
[Er… no, no, no, no, no. Er… I didn’t… Er… well, I… Er… I don’t, don’t know… Aida, tips are to be shared and if I took your share it was because I…]
Aída: No, no era eso pero ya hablaremos tú y yo, ¿eh?  
[I wasn’t talking about that, but we’ll talk about it later, huh?]

(Siete Vidas 2005, Episode 138; my back translation, my emphasis)

(7) Ross: Voy a por el abrigo. Y a por… ¡mi látigo! Ya sabes, por lo de Indiana Jones. *Eh… no, no, no… no es que me vaya el sadomaso. No, no, no… no me van esos rollos, ¿sabes? Solo-solo el sexo normal.*  
[Yeah, I’m just gonna grab my coat. And uh, and my whip. Y’know because of the Indiana Jones? Not-not because I’m-I’m into S&M. I’m-I’m not-I’m not into anything weird. Y’know? *Just-just* normal sex.]

(Friends 2003, Episode 191; my emphasis)

In example 7 above, it is worth noting that the omission of the hesitations and repetitions in the dubbed version would not only diminish the authenticity of the dialogues, but it would also result in the failure to comply with isochrony. In other instances, translators or dialogue writers might need to implement reduction strategies to comply with this type of synchrony, in which case the latter might be responsible for the omission of dysfluencies in the target text. This phenomenon is shown in the following example, where some hesitations are maintained in the dubbed version (*Um > Eh*), others are omitted (*Isn’t that, isn’t that, Y’know um*) or explicitly verbalized with utterances expressing hesitation (*I mean, we-we’re has been translated as no sé > I do not know*). These omissions inevitably result in a loss of pretended spontaneity.
Rachel: *Eh... es sobre nuestra situación y lo que significamos el uno para el otro. Eh... bueno, no sé, vamos a tener un bebé juntos y vivimos juntos. ¿No te parece un poco raro?* Um, our situation. Y’know um, what we mean to each other. And, I mean, we-we’re having this baby together, y’know, and we live together. Isn’t that, isn’t that weird? *(Friends 2003, Episode 191; my emphasis)*

When analyzing the order of clause elements in Spanish prefabricated discourse, it is essential to take into consideration the fact that word order in Spanish is more flexible than in other languages such as English or French (Padilla 2000: 230), and that the organization of clause elements following pragmatic (or non-canonical) patterns is typical of Spanish conversation. Both in *Siete Vidas* and in *Friends*, word order tends to be canonical, following the structure subject+verb+object. However, in some cases, scriptwriters and translators emphasize specific elements through topicalization or fronting, and through inversion.13 According to the quantitative analysis,14 these phenomena are more common in the domestic sitcom than in the dubbed sitcom, as shown in the table below.

**Table 9**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word order in <em>Siete Vidas</em> and in <em>Friends</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Siete Vidas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases of pragmatic word order</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Divergences between *Siete Vidas* and *Friends* do not only lie in frequency. The variety of the cases analyzed is also greater in the domestic sitcom, where scriptwriters use structures which are common in Spanish colloquial conversation, such as inversions, dislocations to the left of the sentence (see Padilla 2000: 230), or structures where the demonstrative pronoun *este/ese* is postponed in noun phrases, such as *lleva toda la semana quedando con el tío este*, which could be translated literally as *she’s been all week meeting the guy this*.

**5.3.2. Link between clauses and phrases**

In order to study how clauses are linked in prefabricated discourse, the first ten minutes of episode 138 were analyzed in the case of *Siete Vidas*, and of episode 190 in *Friends*. In each case, the number of clauses was quantified, and then classified into simple and complex clauses. The latter were also classified into juxtaposed, coordinated and subordinated clauses. The results, which have been summarized in the tables below, reveal some similarities between the two sitcoms: complex clauses are more common than simple clauses in fictional dialogue, and these are primarily juxtaposed.
Table 10
Syntactic structures: types of clauses in *Siete Vidas*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single clauses</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>22.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex clauses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juxtaposed clauses</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>45.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subordinated clauses</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>21.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated clauses</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>11.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11
Syntactic structures: types of clauses in *Friends*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single clauses</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>34.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex clauses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juxtaposed clauses</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>40.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subordinated clauses</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>16.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated clauses</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Vigara (1992), the results reveal similarities between prefabricated and spontaneous discourse as, in the latter, juxtaposition prevails over coordination and subordination. However, they also reveal interesting differences, as in natural conversation coordinated clauses seem to be more common than subordinated clauses (Vigara 1992: 115), and this trend is not shown in the corpus under study. The prevalence of subordination over coordination in the corpus could be a result of the high level of prefabrication of fictional discourse, where the lack of spontaneity might allow for the inclusion of stronger links between clauses.

In addition to conjunctions frequently used in colloquial conversation, cohesive devices such as discourse markers, stereotypical structures of conversation, interjections, and vocatives, are common in both series. The prevalent use of these features brings prefabricated discourse closer to spontaneous conversation. It is worth noting, however, that the frequency and variety of these orality markers seems higher in the case of *Siete Vidas*, and that some of the markers identified in the dubbed sub-corpus are not idiomatic in the target language. This is the case with the vocatives consisting of the form of address and the surname of the person being addressed (such as Sra. Green, Dra. Long or Señores Geller), which might be common in English spontaneous conversation (Biber, Johansson *et al.* 1999: 1109-1111), but they are not in colloquial spoken Spanish. The same applies to the interjections ¡ups! and ¡yuyu!, used to translate whoops! and yoo-hoo!.

5.3.3. Exophoric reference

Spontaneous conversation and fictional dialogue rely heavily on contextual information, which is linguistically expressed through an abundant use of deictics referring to the situation (place and time) in which the conversation takes place. The analysis has shown that these orality markers are common in both *Friends* and *Siete Vidas*. However, the most interesting results stem from the analysis of personal deictics, especially of the use of 1st and 2nd person singular personal pronouns (yo > I and
tú > you) which, according to Briz (1996: 56), are prevalent features in spontaneous colloquial conversation, and are indicative of its egocentric nature. Quantitative results reveal that these personal deictics are more pervasive in native sitcoms than in dubbed sitcoms.

**Table 12**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Siete Vidas</th>
<th>Total % Siete Vidas</th>
<th>Friends</th>
<th>Total % Friends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yo (I)</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>56.2%</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tú (You, informal)</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>40.88%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usted (You, formal)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.92%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is essential to note that in Spanish, unlike English, grammatical subjects are not compulsory as they are marked morphologically. The pronouns yo and tú in Spanish colloquial conversation are thus included with a specific pragmatic intention, often with the purpose of intensifying or downtoning the role of speakers in conversation (Briz 1996: 56). The two examples given below exemplify the use of these deictics which could have been omitted from a grammatical point of view, but reinforce the pivotal role of speakers in conversation, and act as orality carriers that contribute to the authenticity of dialogues. In the case of *Friends*, the use of these markers might even help to achieve synchrony, as shown in (10) below, where the use of the first person pronoun contributes to matching the target text to the lip movements and duration of Phoebe’s utterance.

(9) Sole:  
Y esta la vamos a... Pero... no puede ser. Tú lo has visto, yo-yo la he puesto ahí arriba. Tú lo has visto, ¿no? Lo has visto.  
[And this one, we are going to... But... this isn't possible. You saw it, I-I put it up there. You saw it, didn’t you? You saw it.]

Carlota:  
No lo sé, Sole, porque yo plantas trepadoras he visto, pero plantas destrepadoras...  
[I don’t know, Sole, because I have seen climbing plants, but descending ones...]

*(Siete Vidas 2005, Episode 139; my back translation, my emphasis)*

(10) Phoebe:  
Como yo no tengo madre, a menudo olvido que los demás... [...]  
Well I don’t, I don’t have a mother so often I forget that other people...  
[...]

Monica:  
¿Sabes qué? No te preocupes. Lo solucionaremos. La llamaremos. Tú ve a cambiarte.  
Y’know what? Don’t worry, okay? We’ll take care of it. We’ll call her. You just go home and get ready.

*(Friends 2003, Episode 190; my emphasis)*

The quantitative analysis also shows that the frequency of the second person formal pronoun usted is higher in *Friends* than in *Siete Vidas*. This phenomenon should be further explored to extract relevant conclusions, but this might be related to the use of a single pronoun in English to address the interlocutor formally and
informally (you): in order to highlight the fact that the level of formality in conversation is higher at a given point, the translator might have decided to include the explicit subject (usted), even if this was already marked morphologically.

5.3.4. Use of redundancy and ellipsis

Colloquial conversation, both in English and in Spanish, is characterized by being highly redundant. Redundancy is often expressed linguistically in both Siete Vidas and Friends by means of repetition of words, phrases and even clauses. In other cases, the speaker might consider it relevant to avoid unnecessary repetition by using elliptic structures, which are also common in the corpus. The qualitative analysis shows that both the translator of Friends and the scriptwriters of Siete Vidas try to elide clause elements when possible in order to avoid unnecessary repetition. In the case of dubbing, ellipsis is also a useful feature to reduce target language utterances and comply with isochrony, as shown in example 11 below, where the translator has elided the verb (Y usted (será) una abuela maravillosa), as the information is implicit and can be retrieved by the viewer without difficulty.

You’re gonna be a great father.
Ross: Y usted una abuela maravillosa
Well, you’re gonna be a wonderful grandma.
(Friends 2003, Episode 190)

Regarding the use of these markers in Siete Vidas, it is worth referring to the elision of prepositions, a phenomenon which is common in colloquial conversation (Vigara 1992: 206), but censured in writing, and avoided in the dubbed sitcom. The following example shows one of the 12 occurrences of elision of prepositions identified in the domestic sub-corpus (note that the preposition which has been elided has been enclosed in brackets).

(12) Frutero: ¡Hostiá, qué peazo de bicho! Parece el toro (de) Osborne.
[Bloody hell! That’s a massive creature. Looks like Osborne’s bull]
(Siete Vidas 2005, Episode 139; my back translation, my emphasis)

Although grammatically incorrect, this feature is common in Spanish spontaneous speech, and contributes to the text being identified as spontaneous-sounding conversation by viewers. Following Vigara, this shift could be considered an example of the implementation of the convenience principle, defined by the author as the speaker’s “spontaneous tendency to achieve communication with minimum effort” (Vigara 1992: 187; my translation).

5.4. Lexical-semantic level

At this level Siete Vidas and Friends present strong similarities, since scriptwriters and the translator follow similar conventions and use comparable linguistic resources to mirror spontaneous conversation.
5.4.1. Lexical choice

The analysis has revealed that “vague language” (Quaglio 2009: 72) is one of the markers of orality used by scriptwriters and translators to mirror natural conversation. Both in Siete Vidas and in Friends, nouns and pronouns of vague reference such as cosas [things] or esto/eso [this/that], or “delexical verbs” (Cornbleet and Carter 2001: 63) such as tener [have] or hacer [do], are used to convey the vagueness that characterizes spontaneous conversation. Although this seems to be the general trend in both cases, we have identified a number of cases of terminological precision in dubbing, which are worth mentioning. In some cases, it seems the translator prioritizes the use of appropriate collocations and expressions to the detriment of vague expressions, as shown in the following example.

(13) Joey: No, mira. A lo único que he venido es a **saldar las cuentas**, ¿vale? [...] A ver, ¿**cuánto dinero** te debo? Uh-huh look, the only reason I came over here is to **settle things** between us! Okay? [...] Okay, so how much do I owe you?

(Friends 2003, Episode 192; my emphasis)

In the example above, the translator has used the collocation **saldar las cuentas** [to pay off] to translate **settle things**, instead of a more generic and imprecise option (for instance, **arreglar las cosas**), and has specified **money (cuánto dinero te debo)** > **how much money do I owe you** even though **¿cuánto te debo?** would be correct and probably more likely to appear in conversation. While it could be argued that in the second part of this example, lexical selection might be motivated by synchrony restrictions (isochrony), this cannot be used as an argument for the first part of the example, as **arreglar las cosas** could be adapted perfectly well to the duration of on-screen characters’ utterances. This example emphasizes the essential role played by translators and dialogue writers and the impact of lexical selection on dubbed dialogues, which in some cases simulate spoken speech but in others seem to comply with existing conventions applicable to written texts, where precision is favored to the detriment of vagueness (Sanmartín 2006: 245).

In addition to vague language, colloquial lexis is also a feature of both Siete Vidas and Friends. Lexical choices made by scriptwriters in the domestic sitcom are often marked, in the sense that they are more common in colloquial conversation: **montón** [loads] instead of **mucho**, **horrible** instead of **mal** [bad], **picarse** [get cross] instead of **enfadarse** [get angry], or **chillar** [to be mad about something] instead of **gustar** [like]. We can find similar examples in the Spanish version of Friends, where characters say **criatura** [creature] instead of **bebé** [baby], **chungo** [dodgy] instead of **malo** [bad], or **pillar** [get] instead of **entender** [understand].

5.4.2. Lexical creation

With regards to lexical creation, argotic terms – and especially youth lingo which has already become part of colloquial language – are frequently used in Siete Vidas and in Friends, probably to connect with the series’ target audience. The Spanish sitcom differs from the foreign one in that scriptwriters also use terms belonging to criminal argot (for instance, **talego** and **trullo** to refer to jail), and to professional lingo (for instance, terms related to bullfighting). Since the texts being analyzed
belong to the genre of situation comedy, specialized terms are practically absent in the corpus. Considering their rarity in colloquial language, the use of these terms in fictional dialogue often has a comic purpose.

Although not frequent, loan words have been identified in both sub-corpora (19 cases in *Siete Vidas* and only 14 in *Friends*). It has been noted that most of the loan words analyzed have become widespread in Spanish, and are even sanctioned by the Spanish Royal Academy, thus fully belonging to the Spanish language (for instance whisky, puzzle, drag queen or pizza in *Siete Vidas*; gay, póster, chef or striptease in *Friends*). As for the origins of the loan words, those used in *Friends* are either anglicisms or gallicisms. In *Siete Vidas*, however, scriptwriters borrow words from various languages such as Chinese (Tai-Chi), Korean (taekwondo), Japanese (karaoke) or English (burguer, used instead of hamburguesería > burger bar).

Interesting trends have been identified regarding lexical creation through morphological processes. Among these processes, Briz (1996: 53) emphasizes the high incidence of suffixes and prefixes in Spanish colloquial conversation – which often act as intensifiers –, whereas Vigara (1992: 212) explores the role of shortening processes in relation to the above-mentioned convenience principle. The following table summarizes the quantitative results of these features in the corpus.

### Table 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Siete Vidas</th>
<th>Total%</th>
<th>Friends</th>
<th>Total%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suffixes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diminutive</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superlative</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmentative</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shortening processes</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.16%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefixes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.58%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in the table above, suffixation is the most common process, followed by shortening processes and prefixation. Suffixation is however much more frequent in the domestic sitcom (80.26% against 47.37%) and divergences are especially marked in the case of diminutive suffixes (such as -ito/-ita), which are more frequent and varied in *Siete Vidas*. The following excerpt from *Siete Vidas* illustrates several examples of diminutive suffixes (boquita, barbillita, poquito, pobrecita), used mainly as diminishers or downtoners, and of a superlative suffix (-ísima) used as an intensifier.

(14) **Diana:** Ay, ay, pero ¡miradla, miradla! Si es guapisima. Mira, y tie-tiene los ojos de Carlota... y la boquita, ¡oy, oy! y la barbillita... [Oh, oh, but look at her, look at her! She is so gorgeous! Look, she-she’s got Carlota’s eyes, and her tiny mouth. Oh! Oh! And her little chin!]

**Gonzalo:** Déjamela, déjamela un poquito a mí. A ver, a ver, con papá. ¡Uy, uy, uy, uy, pobrecita! [Let me, let me have her a tiny bit. Here, here with daddy. Oh, oh, oh, poor little thing!]

*(Siete Vidas* 2005, Episode 139; my back translation, my emphasis)
Looking at the table, an interesting and unusual trend can be identified when comparing the quantitative data drawn from the analysis: some morphological processes are more pervasive in the dubbed sitcom. This is the case with superlative suffixes (ísimo/isima) and prefixes (mainly super-) – which are used as intensifiers in prefabricated discourse –, and of shortening processes, which are not only more frequent but also more varied in the Spanish version of Friends, where televisión becomes tele, película [film] becomes peli, colegio [school] becomes cole, and divertido [fun] becomes diver, for instance. The following examples illustrate how these features are used in the dubbed episodes of the US sitcom.

Look at that face! Just like when you were in high school!

b. Rachel: Porque hay una zapatería monísima que tiene...
‘Cause there’s this really cute shoe store that has like this little...

c. Joey: ¡Es un póster de mi peli sobre la primera guerra mundial! ¡Fíjate!
Oh, it’s a poster for that World War I movie that I’m in, check it out.

Yeah? Wow! It looks really violent!

(Friends 2003; my emphasis)

Whereas in (15b) and (15d) it could be argued that the intensifier really in the original version has been translated by means of a superlative suffix (in monísima) and the prefix super- (in superviolenta), in examples (15a) and (15c) the use of the orality markers being explored is not directly motivated by the original text. In order to understand the high prevalence of specific morphological processes for lexical creation, one must take into consideration the facts that: a) these features might have been used to translate adverbial intensifiers (such as really or so), which are extremely frequent in Friends as reported by Tagliamonte and Roberts (2005) and Quaglio (2009); b) the translator might overuse features at the lexical-semantic level in an attempt to compensate for the omission of features at other levels (for example phonetic-prosodic and morphologic). In any case, the analysis reveals that the dubbed sitcom complies with target language norms by using orality carriers which are typical of colloquial conversation in Spanish, which often do not have a direct equivalent in the source language (for example shortening processes or diminutives).

5.4.3. Expressivity and creativity

Linguistic features associated with creativity and expressivity such as phraseological units, colloquial expressions, metaphors and other figures of speech are abundant in Siete Vidas and Friends. When exploring this phenomenon, the focus will be on the use of phraseological units, following the classification offered by Corpas (1997), as they are frequent in colloquial conversation. The comparative analysis of these orality markers has revealed very interesting findings. Firstly, the analysis has shown that from a quantitative point of view, the domestic and the dubbed sitcom bear similarities regarding the use of phraseological units, as shown in the table below:
Quantitative similarities are significant, especially if we take into consideration the fact that most of the orality markers analyzed so far seem to be much more prevalent in the domestic sitcom. However, in line with previous results, native dialogues are yet again more original and “domesticating,” whereas dubbed dialogues are more stereotyped and conventional. This conclusion is drawn based on the following findings.

Firstly, although routine formulas are more varied in Siete Vidas, they are more prevalent in Friends (147 occurrences against only 99 in the domestic sitcom). Conversational routines abound in Friends, and some phraseological units occur more than ten times in the dubbed sub-corpus (for instance, ¡Dios mío! > Oh my God! and Lo siento > I’m sorry). These results reveal the stereotypical and formulaic nature of dubbese, and coincide with the findings of authors such as Chaume (2004a: 179) or Pavesi (2008: 94).

Secondly, idiomatic expressions and proverbs are more frequent and varied in the domestic sitcom than in the foreign sitcom. Actors in Siete Vidas use idioms and proverbs that are deeply rooted in the Spanish culture (such as ni lo sé, ni me importa > I don’t know and I don’t care), as well as extremely original sayings (los cementerios están llenos de valientes > cemeteries are full of brave people). On the contrary, some of the renderings used as proverbs in the dubbed version are not widespread in Spanish (for instance, the expression no existe la mala prensa, as a translation of there’s no such thing as bad press) and thus do not achieve the same pragmatic effect as the original fixed expression.

The qualitative analysis suggests that the use of phraseological units does not seem to be always motivated by the source text, as shown in the following examples, which might explain the high incidence of phraseological units in the dubbed sub-corpus.

(16) Ross: No, en el Post sale una crítica horrible del restaurante de Monica. No, Monica’s restaurant got a horrible review in the Post.
Rachel/Phoebe: ¡Oh, no!
Joey: ¡No me digas! [...] All: Oh! [...] Monica: ¿Tiene razón? ¿Tan mal cocino? Is he right? Am I really—Am I awful?
Todos: ¡No! All: No! Ross: ¡Qué va! (Friends 2003, Episode 191; my emphasis)
In example 16 above, the agents taking part in the dubbing process have used the flexibility of the audiovisual medium to their own advantage adding two utterances featuring routine formulas that were not present in the original version: ¡No me digas! and ¡Qué va! This insertion was possible because several characters were taking part in the conversation, and not all of them appeared on-screen when lines were uttered.

Examples 17a and 17b show that in some cases the translator includes phraseological units in the target text regardless of their presence in the original version when translating I’m totally crazy as estoy como una cabra [I’m as crazy as a goat] or hardest thing I’ve ever done in my life as casi me meo de la risa [I nearly wet my pants]. These findings coincide with the conclusions drawn by Romero-Fresco (2006: 143) in his study of phraseological units in the TV series Friends. This author reported a higher frequency of phraseological units in the dubbed version as compared to the original version, and argued that the translator tended to include phraseological units that were not present in the original dialogues. At times, it seems that the translator is trying to compensate for the loss of orality and colloquiality markers at the phonetic and morphosyntactic levels by overusing lexical features that are typical of colloquial conversation, especially phraseological units (and lexical creation processes, as shown in 5.4.2.).

5.4.4. Swear words and lexical standardization

There appear to be considerable divergences between the domestic sitcom and the dubbed sitcom with regards to the use of swear words, offensive terms and barbarisms, since they are much more frequent in Siete Vidas than in Friends, as shown in the table below.

**Table 15**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Swear words and offensive terms</th>
<th>Siete Vidas</th>
<th>Friends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swear words and offensive terms</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbarisms</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some differences are also observed regarding the type and purpose of swear words: Friends characters tend to use more offensive terms or insults addressed at other characters (for instance fulana or zorra, used to translate whore and bitch respectively), which are motivated by the situation in which the dialogue takes place and have a comic purpose. In Siete Vidas swear words are used with an expressive purpose, and are often added by actors to support their interpretation (for instance, ¡joder!, ¡coño! or ¡hostias!). These kinds of expressions seem to be toned down in the foreign sitcom, where we can find euphemisms such as ¡jolines! (used to translate
holy cow! or man!), ¡caray! (to translate wow! or man!) and puñetas (to translate how the hell). In addition, swear words and offensive terms are extremely varied in the domestic sitcom, where scriptwriters use terms that are deeply rooted in Spanish culture, such as gorrón or mamarracho, showing a higher degree of creativity.

Barbarisms are absent in Friends, but two occurrences have been found in the domestic corpus. These have been used in Siete Vidas with a humorous purpose, thus complying with sitcom genre conventions, which recommend the insertion of jokes every 10 to 15 seconds (Comparato 1993: 249). In general terms, results show that, overall, non-standard lexis is more pervasive in the native sub-corpus. Following conventions which are mainly designed with written communication in mind, the translator tends to use standard language. However, scriptwriters seem to disregard these conventions at times thus favoring a more authentic, colloquial and domesticating lexis.

6. Comparing pre and post-production scripts

The comparison between the pre and post-production scripts of the domestic sitcom has revealed that actors introduce a wealth of orality markers when oralizing the written script. At the phonetic level, for instance, actors sometimes disregard the orality carriers deliberately used by scriptwriters and they frequently load their utterances with other features typifying colloquial conversation through an intermittent relaxed phonetic articulation. Similarly, many of the morphological features used to mirror spontaneous conversation have been introduced during the shooting of the episodes, as these were not included in pre-production scripts. Actors also implement changes at the syntactic level, using features that help them to pretend they are not acting: syntactic dysfluencies (mainly pauses, hesitations and reformulations which are used as a support to remember their lines), personal deictics, discourse markers, interjections and vocatives, which are used to make their utterances sound more credible. According to the analysis carried out, lexical features are mainly introduced by scriptwriters and the role of actors regarding these is not as marked as in the previous language levels. Nevertheless, actors often pepper their utterances with suffixes and swear words, which are used to reinforce the expressivity of the final product.

These results show that actors’ improvisation plays an essential role in the patterning of prefabricated orality at the phonetic, morphological and syntactic level. This sort of controlled improvisation results in a more spontaneous and naturally-sounding dialogue and could explain some of the differences identified in the contrastive analysis, as dubbing actors have less leeway to improvise (Matamala 2008: 93). In most cases, dubbing actors’ utterances are recorded separately under the supervision of the dubbing director. The absence of the rest of the “participants” in the conversation in the dubbing booth, together with the synchronization process required, might hinder the introduction of conversational features while recording the Spanish dubbed track. Also, the full weight of dubbing history in Spain, through which standard language has always been favored both on television and cinema screens, constitutes another factor that prevents the introduction of real conversational (especially colloquial) features in the translation.
7. Comparing the original and dubbed versions of *Friends*

The influence of the ST has become clear when comparing the original and dubbed versions of *Friends*: the inclusion of certain orality markers is directly motivated by the ST and on occasion this influence results in the introduction of features that are not natural or idiomatic in the target language. This is the case with some emphatic pronunciations, vocatives (such as *Sra. Green*, *Dra. Long* or *Señores Geller*), interjections (*¡ups!* and *¡yuju!*), proverbs (*No existe mala prensa*) and personal deictics (the use of *usted*). Another trend identified in the analysis concerns the omission of some of the features which are typical of colloquial conversation and recurrent in the domestic sitcom as well as in the original version of *Friends*. Dubbing synchronies are not the only culprits for these omissions, as in some cases (often the most representative cases), omissions comply with norms favoring linguistic standardization. This can be noticed in the tense phonetic articulation of dubbing actors, in the absence of inconsistencies at the grammatical level and in the use of a standard lexis in the target text.

Some of the decisions taken by the translator could be associated with explicitation or simplification trends, such as when lexical precision is favored over vague language, or when hesitations and pauses are explicitly verbalized in the dubbed version, therefore giving priority to clarity. In other cases, however, the translator gives priority to target language conventions and uses orality markers which are not directly motivated by the source text. Baker (1996: 183) refers to this trend as “normalisation” or “conservatism” and in our sub-corpus it reveals an attempt to mirror spontaneous conversation by using typical features of spoken discourse. This trend becomes clear in the use of marked word orders, lexical creation through morphological processes, colloquial phraseology and argotic terms, among others. These are some of the trends identified in the partial comparison which, taking into consideration the limitations of our study, should be explored and tested in further works.

8. Conclusions

This article has provided an overview of how Spanish fictional dialogue is shaped from a linguistic point of view across all language levels, highlighting the main trends identified in its production and its translation. Findings have revealed that the use of orality markers with the purpose of recreating colloquial spontaneous conversation is higher at some language levels: the intersection between natural conversation and prefabricated discourse (both dubbed and native) reaches its peak at the lexical-semantic level, is remarkable at the syntactic level, less significant at the phonetic-prosodic, and minor at the morphological level. Focusing on prefabricated orality, an aspect that is specific to audiovisual texts and therefore to audiovisual translation, non-translated and dubbed sitcoms have been compared in order to find out what makes dubbed texts stand out from domestic productions. Divergences between domestic and dubbed productions often lie in the incidence and variety of orality markers, as these tend to be less frequent but more stereotyped and conventional in dubbing. The actors’ ability to improvise on the set and the greater leniency regarding sub-standard language exercised in domestic productions could account for differences in frequency, as they favor a more spontaneous and natural-sounding dialogue.
In both domestic and dubbed productions, the nature of fictional dialogue, its conventions and the restrictions of the televised medium determine linguistic selection and therefore have an impact on the patterning of prefabricated orality. In the case of dubbing, further factors apply, as dialogues are not only “constrained” by the ST and the synchronization process required, but also by the need to comply with specific conventions determined not only by the target language system, but also by the agents involved in the dubbing process and the alleged consolidation of a specific register for dubbing. As suggested by other scholars, the analysis has revealed that source text interference results in the introduction of unidiomatic or unnatural orality markers (or features that are more common in written and formal registers), and that some features are lost or neutralized in translation due to linguistic standardization and/or synchrony-related constraints. However, our research has also revealed promising and optimistic findings, showing similarities between the strategies used by screenwriters and translators to achieve credible dialogues, as well as the inclusion of orality markers in Friends which were not present in the ST, and which are typical of colloquial conversation in Spanish. By using abundant phraseological units, prefixes and shortening processes which are typical of colloquial conversation in Spanish, the translator of Friends tries to bring dialogues closer to spontaneous speech, thus complying with target language norms, attempting to strike a balance between speech and writing, and compensating for the loss of other features.

Regarding the practical application of the conclusions drawn, we agree with Matamala (2009: 498) in that, due to the specific constraints of dubbing and the peculiarities of the communicative situation in which dubbed dialogues take place, we might never be able to put the language of dubbed sitcoms at the same level as that of domestic sitcoms. Nevertheless, we believe that the analysis of domestic productions can improve future audiovisual translators’ understanding of the specific features of fictional dialogue in the target language in specific genres, as well as of the strategies that could be resorted to in order to achieve credible, domesticating and natural-sounding dialogues. Integrating such an analysis in the curriculum of current audiovisual translation programs seems essential, especially when exploring a mode of audiovisual translation where conveying an impression of reality is necessary. To achieve this, translators-to-be should understand that existing dubbing conventions might not approve of using sub-standard features present in native productions (such as relaxed phonetic articulation, grammatical inconsistencies, or omission of prepositions) but that there are plenty of orality markers used in domestic productions which could be employed to achieve more domesticating and credible dialogues especially at the morphosyntactic level (pragmatic word order, personal deixis, ellipsis, syntactic dysfluencies, interjections, vocatives, etc.). This will increase critical awareness of the language of dubbing, its influencing factors, and the conventions that shape it.

NOTES

1. This article is drawn from a Ph.D. thesis completed by the author at the Universidad de Granada (Spain). Thanks are due to Charlotte Bosseaux for the translation of the abstract, and to Anna Milsom for her helpful comments and proof-reading.

2. An up-to-date version of these linguistic criteria can be found online at <http://esadir.cat/traduccionalallenga/>. 
3. Chaume (2004b: 43-45) suggests three different types of synchronization in dubbing: phonetic or lip synchrony (which involves adapting the target text to the articulatory movements of the characters), kinesic synchrony (by which the translation should be synchronized with the actors’ body movements) and isochrony (referring to the synchronization of the translation with the duration of on-screen characters’ utterances).


5. SIETE VIDAS (2005): Episode 139. Siempre nos quedará parir. Directed by M. Montero. SAV.


11. The reasons for defining this research as a corpus-based translation study rather than as a case study lie in the methodological approach adopted. Despite the limitations of the study, especially with regards to the size of the audiovisual corpus, it is considered that this study falls under the umbrella of corpus-based studies since a corpus-driven methodology is applied to explore the nature of translated and non-translated audiovisual texts.

12. Pavesi (2009: 98) refers to the use of “privileged carriers of orality” in dubbing as “those structures which in the language of dubbing are mainly responsible for the impression of authenticity, or closeness of translated film dialogue to spontaneous spoken language.”

13. Biber, Johansson et al. (1999: 900) define fronting as a process which involves “the initial placement of core elements which are normally found in post-verbal position.” This phenomenon, which is relatively rare in English (Biber, Johansson et al. 1999: 1073), is common in Spanish colloquial conversation, and it is often referred to as topicalization (Padilla 2000: 232). In the case of inversion, the verb phrase precedes the subject (Biber, Johansson et al. 1999: 911).

14. The quantitative analysis only takes into consideration cases of word order where the conventional structure subject + verb + object has been altered following a pragmatic order (more logical for the speaker). Thus, alterations of complement phrases have not been taken into consideration, as their position in Spanish is very flexible.

15. Due to space constraints, only three of the four categories suggested by Corpas (1997) have been analyzed, thus leaving out the collocations category: idiomatic lexical bundles [locuciones], routine formulas [fórmulas rutinarias] and proverbs [paremias]. The selection has been made taking into consideration that these phraseological units are typical and prevalent in colloquial conversation (Ruiz Gurillo 2000: 175), and they play an essential role in achieving lexical creativity and expressivity (Vigara 1992: 174). When analyzing what Corpas (1997: 270) terms “locuciones” [idioms or fixed expressions], we have focused on lexical bundles, leaving aside prepositional, adverbial or connective bundles for the above-mentioned reasons.

16. A barbarism is understood here as an improper or incorrect use of words at the lexical-semantic level. In Siete Vidas, for instance, one of the characters refers to an hipercafé [cybercafé] when in fact what she means is cibercafé [cybercafé].

17. Joder and coño can often be rendered as fuck or shit, although they are often not as offensive in Spanish as these English "equivalents." Given the blasphemous nature of hostias (literally referring to the Host), it could be rendered as Christ or Jesus.
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